SESSION & WEDDING PORTRAIT AGREEMENT
with Gary Tyler Photography

**Please fill in the following information and read the entire agreement carefully. Once completed, please esign the agreement & check the box stating that you have read and agree to all the terms of this Portrait
Agreement with Gary Tyler Photography. Please print/save a copy of this agreement for your records.
CLIENT INFORMATION
Full Name

*
First Name

Last Name

Address *

Phone *

Email *

Preferred Method of Contact *

Phone   

Text    

Email

SESSION INFORMATION
Type of Session *

Newborn (under 14 days old)
Baby (under 12 months old)
Child
Mini-Session (children only)
Maternity
Family
Couple/Engagement
Bridal
Wedding
other

Adults Names (being photographed) *

Children Names & Age (being photographed) *

Additional Information (Ideas for Session, Preferred Location for Session, Etc.)
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PREFERRED PRODUCTS
I plan to purchase... *

Print Package
Digital Files
Print Package & Digital Files
Other Products
Preferred delivery method of sneak peek image (within 7 days of session)*

Gary Tyler Photography Facebook page
Email/ DropBox

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Please feel free to leave any additional information you feel is important to booking your session.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Session Fees & Retainers
Your session fee covers the time and talent of Gary Tyler Photography (GTP) during your portrait session, the creative post-processing
and retouching of approximately 20 final images (for basic portrait sessions), as determined by the photographer, and a online gallery
for viewing and ordering prints, canvases, and other products.
Session Fees DO NOT include prints, digital files, or any other products unless specified by GTP.
A non-refundable retainer of 50% of the session fee is due at booking to secure your session’s date on my calendar. Dates cannot be
held without payment. Retainer are to be paid within 48 hours of booking. If the retainer is not paid within 48 hours your time-slot
will be forfeited. As a reminder, your session is NOT officially booked until retainer has been paid. ALL retainers are non-refundable
and non-transferrable to other sessions or to other clients. Retainers are charged 7% sales tax in accordance with local and federal law.
Client agrees to pay Gary Tyler Photography a non-refundable retainer at the time of booking to secure the session date and time (or
due date for newborn portrait session, and once baby has been born, we will schedule accordingly). Remaining balance must be paid
on or before the portrait session date. Preview images will not be available until the session fee has been paid in full. Payment must be
made in cash or credit/debit form. Absolutely NO CHECKS!
No part of any order, including digital images, will be delivered until the order balance has been paid in full. Prints/Products will not
be ordered from supplier until order has been paid for in full.
There are no refunds or exchanges of any kind due to the custom nature of portrait photography.
Retainers are non-refundable and non-transferrable (to other sessions OR to other people) for any reason.

Rescheduling/ Canceling
All session fees and retainers are non-refundable if the portrait session is rescheduled or canceled by the client for any reason other
than inclement weather (in the case of inclement weather, GTP will make every effort to reschedule the session in a timely manner).
Please be courteous and only book sessions you plan to attend. If an illness or emergency situation prevents you (or the child being
photographed) from being able to attend the scheduled session, client may reschedule their session, once, and must give at least 24
hours notice, prior to their session date/time, without penalty.
Should client fail to give 24 hours’ notice, or decide to cancel the shoot completely, the retainer is forfeited, and a new retainer will be
required before rescheduling can take place.
If rescheduling a session due to illness or emergency, the new date must be scheduled within 14 days of the original session date.
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Due to the fact that I schedule multiple sessions throughout the day, arriving late to your session will result in lost session time. Your
session may need to be rescheduled (and retainer forfeited) if you arrive more than 15 minutes after our scheduled start time,
especially “on location” sessions scheduled during Golden Hour, as these sessions ONLY allow for an hour of shooting before it begins
to get too dark to photograph.
If we need to reschedule based on client tardiness, a new retainer will be required prior to rescheduling the new date. Ultimately it is
up to Gary Tyler Photography to make the final decision. Retainers are not transferrable to other sessions or to other clients.
GLT reserves the right to reschedule or cancel due to inclement weather, illness, medical issues, travel issues, equipment
malfunction/loss, personal/family emergency, or other circumstances beyond his control.
If, in the opinion of the Photographer, inclement weather or other adverse conditions prevent the creation of a portrait meeting the
artistic standards of GTP, the Photographer may elect to use an alternate location or to reschedule the session.

Re-shoots / Refunds
Re-shoots are determined at the sole discretion of GTP.
There are no refunds issued for any reason.

Online Galleries: Ordering Details & Policies
Online Galleries are included with all session fees.
Galleries are protected, and the information is only given to the client who initially booked the session and signed the Portrait
Agreement.
Clients are welcome to share the link/password with any friends/family that may want to place an order for prints, canvases, etc. By
providing others with this information, original client is authorizing GTP to release images to a third-party.
All galleries remain active for viewing and print/product ordering for 30 days, if at any time in the future, the client wants to place
another print order, the gallery can be re-activated for a $25 reactivation fee, the gallery will then be posted for another 30 days.
The pricing in this Portrait Agreement are based on Gary Tyler Photography current pricing model, posted at
garytylerphotography.com. This price list is adjusted periodically (and without notice) and any future orders shall be charged at the
prices in effect at the time when the order is placed. Sales tax of 7% will be added to all orders in accordance with local and federal
laws.
Gary Tyler Photography strictly prohibits saving, downloading, or taking screenshots of the photos in your online gallery. GTP strictly
prohibits using any images from Online Galleries on Facebook or any other social media sites or email without prior written
permission from GTP. All violators will be handled/prosecuted accordingly.
***NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT: It is ILLEGAL to copy or reproduce negatives, digital images, and printed photographs elsewhere
without Gary Tyler Photography’s permission, in the form of a Print Release, and violators of this Federal Law will be subject to its civil
and criminal penalties.

Digital Files
Upon receipt of digital images (if purchased) it is the sole responsibility of the Client to archive and backup these files.
GTP is not responsible for the lifespan of any digital media, archives, or any digital media purchased/provided to client, or for any
future changes in digital technology or media readers that might result in an inability to read digital media provided. It is the Client's
responsibility to make sure that all digital files are backed up and copied to new media as needed.
GTP is not responsible for loss or damage to the digital files due to circumstances beyond photographer’s control or due to client error.
If Client loses or damages digital images, Gary Tyler Photography will not be liable for such loss or damage and is not required/liable
to replace lost or damaged files. It is highly recommended, by the Photographer, that clients immediately back-up any digital files
purchased. In the event that another copy of the digital files is available, the client will purchase files directly from GTP at current
pricing.
Digital images purchased by the Client still remain the property of Gary Tyler Photography and may not be altered in any way, shape of
form, including but not limited to editing the overall style of image, color/contrast/exposure changes, cropping portions of the images,
adding objects/persons/graphics and deleting objects/persons/graphics.
Digital images purchased by the client may not be shared with other persons and may not be resold. Violators of this Federal Law will
be subject to its civil and criminal penalties.
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If client is purchasing the digital files on a USB drive, a print release will be provided to print portraits for personal use only. GTP
guarantees the upmost quality and design of all products ordered though GTP and his network of preferred print labs. GTP is not
responsible for any quality/print/color issues with regards to prints, canvases and other printed products that may arise from using
consumer print labs. For best results, order all print products through GTP.

Payment & Receiving Images/Products
All payments are due in full (unless payment arrangements have been made prior to booking the session). Print orders will not be
placed until payment has been made, in full. If client has arranged a payment plan, all print orders will be placed after the final
payment has been received.
Edited images will be placed in an online gallery after final payment has been received (and all editing is completed).
Your print order will be ready to pick up approximately 2 weeks after your order is paid in full. Albums, coffee table books and
canvases may take a bit longer.
Handle your portraits with extreme care. Damage incurred as a result of improper handling, framing or hanging is the responsibility of
the client.
Due to the custom nature of photographic products, all sales are final.

Damage
Photographer is not responsible for the damage of portraits, canvases, etc. after delivery to client. This includes damage caused during
transit by US mail, UPS, FedEx, etc. Client assumes all responsibility for the safety of all portraits upon receipt.

Your Session
All sessions, prints, products, and other services are all charged 7% sales tax in accordance with state and federal tax law, in addition to
the session fees.
GTP frequently attends workshops, conferences, and other educational events to further educate himself on the best possible ways to
photograph you and your family/events, as well as new professional products to offer.
When booking with GTP, you can insure you are booking with a professional who will not only provide you with the best possible
images, but provide you with a professional experience you can book confidently with GTP, and if you would like references from
previous clients on their experience, please do not hesitate to ask.
In home studio located at:
Gary Tyler Photography, 2841 West 1010 North, Clinton, Utah, 84015.
Sessions, family sessions, maternity sessions, etc. are photographed “on location” on weekends ONLY either early morning or in the
evening during "Golden Hour".
Please be prompt for your session. I schedule studio sessions around the best lighting times in my studio (although I do use
supplemental studio lighting) and the "sleepiest" times for newborn sessions. Baby Sessions and Mini Sessions may be scheduled
"back to back" so please be prompt for your session to be courteous to clients whose session may be scheduled after yours.
Outdoor sessions are almost always scheduled during “Golden Hour”, a photographer’s term describing the best light of the day,
Golden Hour is generally the hour or so before Sunset, allowing for the prettiest skies, softest light, and glowing sunsets. When the sun
is beginning to set, it sits low in the sky, eliminating harsh shadows across faces, and prevents squinting eyes, etc. Therefore, it is key to
arrive on time, to ensure we do not “run out of light”.
Please plan to arrive for your session AT the scheduled time. For newborn sessions I do allow a cushion (15 minutes or so) as getting
out of the house with a new baby can be difficult, if you do start to run behind, please let me know asap.
•Arriving late to your session will result in lost session time. Your session will need to be rescheduled if you arrive more than 15
minutes after our scheduled start time, especially “on location” sessions scheduled during Golden Hour, these sessions ONLY allow for
an hour of shooting before it begins to get too dark to photograph.
If you fail to show for your scheduled appointment or your session has to be rescheduled due to tardiness, a new retainer will be
required to reschedule.
My time is very valuable to me, by arriving late or not at all, you are not only missing out on your own portraits, but taking time away
from other clients that are wanting portraits.

Photography Style and Editing
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If you have not already, please review samples of my work to make sure that my style of photography and editing is a good fit for you
(these can be seen on my website at garytylerphotography.com PRIOR to booking/paying retainer, as retainers are non-refundable.
When you book with me, you are giving me full reign over session styling and artistic editing of photos. I will be choosing the best
images from the session to edit and present to you. If you see anything during the session that you don’t care for (color combinations,
props, etc), PLEASE speak up. It will not hurt my feelings, I want to make sure I’m providing you with pictures that you will absolutely
love.
My newborn editing workflow includes brightening the image, removing any baby acne, scratches, bumps, and prominent skin flakes,
reducing redness and yellowing (caused by jaundice), softening skin to even out blotchiness and give a smooth, creamy texture, adding
a slight "glow" to the skin, and sharpening to bring out features like eyelashes. As a rule of thumb, I only remove bumps, blemishes,
etc. from baby that will eventually go away (temporary features/ issues). I leave all scars, birthmarks, etc. (permanent or semipermanent features) on baby, unless you have specifically asked about a particular area/feature and then we will discuss it in further
detail.
All sessions include basic editing, if more extensive editing is requested/required there is an additional fee based on the amount of
additional editing required, that fee is due upon request of further editing before work will begin. Basic editing consists of cropping,
lighting/color corrections, minor skin/blemish fixes and sharpening. All other editing requests will be at an additional fee.
Newborns are photographed the majority of the time in the nude, this is my style and allows you to see all your baby’s delicate and
precious features like wrinkles, rolls, fingers and toes, and hair. Little hats, pants, headbands, etc may also be used.
If either parent is opposed to any of the material discussed above, my style of photography may not be a good fit for you. Its better to
discuss this now then after the session, as there are no refunds. Please discuss ALL concerns PRIOR to paying your retainer and
PRIOR to the session itself.
Basic sessions take approximately 2-3 weeks to complete, Weddings and other special events take a minimum of 5+ weeks to complete.
Please know that these are just approximations, depending on the time of year and photographer’s current workload, these wait times
may fluctuate. ALL WAIT TIME ESTIMATES ARE LISTED ON YOUR INDIVIDUAL RETAINER INVOICES PRIOR TO BOOKING!!!
PLEASE BE SURE TO TAKE NOTICE OF THE WAIT TIME PRIOR TO PAYING YOUR RETAINER, as retainers are non-refundable
once paid.

Sneak Peeks, Online Galleries, & Facebook/Social Media Guidelines
GTP encourages clients to tag themselves and share with friends and family. Please note that clients are allowed and encouraged to use
their digital images on their Facebook Profile and Cover Photos as long as the watermark remains fully intact, and the photo is not
cropped or altered/edited in any way. PLEASE refrain from applying any type of filters, overlays, graphics, or any other alterations to
the image(s), this applies to all social media sites, for example, Instagram. Images cannot be edited/altered in any way, without the
GTP’s prior written permission.
You will receive an email with the information to view your images in your online gallery once all editing has been completed. Online
Galleries are open for 30 days from the original posting date. Please be sure to place all orders within the 30 day period. If at any time
in the future you would like your Online Gallery re-opened to place additional print orders, there is a $25 re-activation fee, and once
paid, the gallery will be posted for another 30 day period.
Gary Tyler Photography strictly prohibits saving, downloading, or taking screenshots of the photos in your online gallery. GTP strictly
prohibits using any images from Online Galleries on Facebook or any other social media sites or email without prior written
permission from GTP. All violators will be handled/prosecuted accordingly.
If you decide to purchase the digital files (which include a personal print release) on a USB flash-drive, GTP will invoice you for the
cost and once all editing is complete and invoice has been paid, you can either arrange a pickup time, or have it mailed to you.
Please note, again, there no refunds or exchanges due to the custom nature of portrait photography. If you have any questions, now is
the time to ask.
***NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT: It is ILLEGAL to copy or reproduce negatives, digital images and printed photographs elsewhere
without Gary Tyler Photography’s permission, in the form of a Print Release, and violators of this Federal Law will be subject to its
civil and criminal penalties.

Copyright & Penalty
Gary Tyler Photography, Inc. retains all copyrights to all images created during client’s sessions. Negatives, digital files and previews
also remain the exclusive property of GTP.
The print release does NOT allow publication of your portraits (ex: entering images in contests, magazine usage, etc.), selling or
ALTERING (editing or changing in ANY way) of your images without the GTP’s prior written permission. All violators will be
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handled/prosecuted accordingly.
Giving digital files to others (including, but not limited to family, friends, vendors (Wedding Vendors such as coordinators, florists,
bakers, etc. Baby/Prop vendors for newborn props, clothing companies, cake baker/decorator, etc.) without GTP’s prior written
permission, will not be tolerated. In the event a Vendor (or similar) requests images, please refer them to GTP directly. GTP will
provide vendors (such as wedding planners, florists, bakers, prop vendors, etc.) with up to 10 watermarked images to use online,
vendor must in return, give image credit back to GTP. All violators will be handled/prosecuted accordingly.
Images are NOT to be altered, edited, or adjusted in any way. ALL violators will be handled/prosecuted accordingly.
***NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT: It is ILLEGAL to copy or reproduce negatives, digital images and printed photographs elsewhere
without Gary Tyler Photography’s permission, in the form of a Print Release, and violators of this Federal Law will be subject to its
civil and criminal penalties.

Sales Tax
All products are taxable for the state of Utah.
Prices shown do not include the 7% UT sales tax. If paying cash, please be sure to bring the additional amount for sales tax.

Model Release
I hereby give to Gary Tyler Photography and photographer Gary Tyler, the absolute and irrevocable right and permission with respect
to the photographs that she has taken of myself and/or my minor child in which she may be included with others:
To copyright the same in the photographer’s name or any other name that she may select;
To use, re-use, publish and re-publish the same in whole or in part, separately or in conjunction with other photographs, in any
medium now or hereafter known, and for any purpose whatsoever, including (but not by way of limitation) illustration, promotion,
advertising and trade, display, exhibition, website, Etsy, portfolio, competitions, vendor publication or publication to promote the
studio, etc.
I hereby release and discharge photographer from all and any claims and demands ensuing from or in connection with the use of the
photographs, including any and all claims for libel and invasion of privacy.

Liability
GTP is not responsible for any injuries inflicted upon any participating parties. Client(s) will be responsible for their children and for
themselves and release photographer from any and all claims against their person, property, or their business.
The Client(s) will waive, disclaim and release Gary Tyler Photography (GTP) and its respective owners, members, employees, agents,
volunteers and representatives from any and all actions, claims or demands that they may have now or in the future, whether known or
unknown, against the GTP Parties, including without limitation those related to injury to or death of persons, or damage, loss or
destruction of property arising out of or in connection with the Session or any products related thereto.
If Gary Tyler Photography cannot perform this Contract due to fire or other casualty, strike, act of God, or other cause beyond the
control of the parties, or due to the Photographer ’s illness or emergency, then the Photographer shall return any deposit or sitting fee
to the Client but shall have no further liability with respect to this Contract. This limitation on liability shall also apply in the event that
photographic materials are damaged in processing, lost through camera or media malfunction, lost in the mail, or otherwise lost or
damaged without fault on the part of the Photographer. In the event that GTP fails to perform for any other reason, GTP shall not be
liable for any amount in excess of the retail value of the Client’s order.

Indemnification
The client hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the GTP Parties from all liabilities, losses, claims, costs (including attorney’s
fees and court costs), damages or expenses of whatever nature that may result from injury to or death of persons, or damage, loss or
destruction of property arising out of or in connection with the Session or any products related thereto.

Return and Refund Policy
The Client(s) hereby agrees that he/she fully understands that there are NO refunds or exchanges on purchases due to the custom
nature of portrait photography.

STUDIO POLICIES
Completion and submission of this Portrait Agreement is due at booking, along with Session Retainer. No sessions are booked until
GTP receives both the Portrait Agreement and Retainer. Once received, your session is officially "booked".
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Your Session Retainer is due at the time of your booking to reserve your session date/time. (with regards to newborn sessions, I only
take on a small number of newborns due during any given timeframe.) The remaining balance is due at the session in cash or
credit/debit, no checks, PLUS TAX!
Please do not bring your own camera, camcorder or other recording device to the session. I really appreciate your understanding and
respect on this topic.
There is only seating for 2 adults in my Home-Studio, please limit the number of people attending your session to only those being
photographed. Children are easily over-stimulated by too many people/distractions, and in my experience, they tend to respond better
(which results in better photos/expressions) when there is not an "audience". Please respect my request for only those being
photographed to attend the session.
If you plan to bring a sibling under the age of 5 to your newborn session, we request that you have another relative, parent, or friend
come to the session. I will photograph family & sibling photos at the beginning of the session. Once family and sibling photos have
been taken, they can leave with the small child(ren) once their part is complete.
Image prices, products and services are subject to change at any time, without notice and are non-negotiable.
In the interest of fairness to all of our clients, we are unable to offer any special deals or discounts (with the exception of any
promotions or sales we run for themed sessions/occasions). For this reason, please understand that session fees, print prices and
business policies are non-negotiable.
Gary Tyler Photography reserves the right to use any photograph in any form such as, but not limited to, the use in advertising,
reproduction, marketing and online use.
All images are copyrighted by Gary Tyler Photography, even those purchased by the Client. Copying, scanning or reproducing images is
strictly prohibited. Print-screening/Screen-shooting images from this website and online galleries are also against the law. All
offenders will be prosecuted accordingly.
REGARDING VIEWING & PRINTING IMAGES: Please note that all images produced by Gary Tyler Photography have been done so
with the use of color calibrated monitors. Monitors used by the Photographer have been calibrated to meet printing standards, thus
color changes may occur when images are viewed on non-calibrated monitors. Also note that images viewed in non-professional
editing programs will appear less sharp than if the same images are viewed using a professional program. Printed images will be
correct in color, sharpness and other variables that may be affected by non-calibrated monitor and non-professional programs, that is,
if the printed images have been produced by a professional imaging lab. In order for printed images to meet the quality of the original
digital files, they must be printed on high-quality photographic paper or on other professional photographic mediums, and done so by
a professional lab. It is highly recommended that the Client order printed images from a reputable, professional lab to ensure that the
quality of the digital image(s) is met. GTP is not liable for the quality of images printed by any imaging lab, both professional and nonprofessional labs. GTP guarantees the upmost quality and design of all products ordered though GTP and approved vendors.
This Contract incorporates the entire understanding of the parties. Any modifications of this Contract must be in writing and signed by
both parties.

APPLICABLE LAW
This contract shall be governed by the laws of the Country of the United States in the State of Utah and any applicable Federal Law.
By hiring Gary Tyler Photography, you agree to ALL of these terms.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE TERMS OF THIS PORTRAIT AGREEMENT WITH GARY TYLER
PHOTOGRAPHY INC., AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THEM.
Agree *

SIGNATURES
Photographer – Gary Tyler

/ Gary Tyler Photography

Client *

Date *

How did you hear about Gary Tyler Photography?
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Friend/
Referral
Friend/ Referral

Please save and/or print a copy of this Portrait Agreement for your records, then submit the form. If you have
questions pertaining to the terms of this Contract or have difficulty filling in information or submitting the
form, please contact me by email gary@garytylerphotography.com
Thank You,
Gary Tyler
801.644.9894
garytylerphotography.com
gary@garytylerphotography.com
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